Container Terminals of Some of the World's Minor Port Holdings, 2010
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Puget Sound
14 Terminals: SSA (3), COS (1), HAN (1)

San Pedro Bay
13 Terminals: SSA (2), COS (1), HAN (1), PAM (1)

Northeast Seaboard
15 Terminals: PAM (3)

Rhine / Scheldt Delta
20 Terminals: None

Changjiang Delta
17 Terminals: SIPG (9), COS (4)

Pearl River Delta
20 Terminals: COS (2)

Tokaido
22 Terminals: HAN (2)

Straits of Malacca
10 Terminals: None

Changjiang Delta
17 Terminals: SIPG (9), COS (4)
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Note: Terminal where the holding has a dominant share
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N = 438